Following the nucleation pathway from disordered liquid to gyroid mesophase.
Mesophases have order intermediate between liquids and crystals and arise in systems with frustration, such as surfactants, block copolymers, and Janus nanoparticles. The gyroid mesophase contains two interpenetrated, nonintersecting chiral networks that give it properties useful for photonics. It is challenging to nucleate a gyroid from the liquid. Elucidating the reaction coordinate for gyroid nucleation could assist in designing additives that facilitate the formation of the mesophase. However, the complexity of the gyroid structure and the extreme weakness of the first-order liquid to gyroid transition make this a challenging quest. Here, we investigate the pathway and transition states for the nucleation of a gyroid from the liquid in molecular simulations with a mesogenic binary mixture. We find that the gyroid nuclei at the transition states have a large degree of positional disorder and are not compact, consistent with the low surface free energy of the liquid-gyroid interface. A combination of bond-order parameters for the minor component is best to describe the passage from liquid to gyroid, among those we consider. The committor analyses, however, show that this best coordinate is not perfect and suggests that accounting for the relative ordering of the two interpenetrated networks in infant nuclei, as well as for signatures of ordering in the major component of the mesophase, would improve the accuracy of the reaction coordinate for gyroid formation and its use to evaluate nucleation barriers. To our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate the reaction coordinate and critical nuclei for the formation of any mesophase from an amorphous phase.